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The Real Reasons Why FBI Director James Comey Reopened the Hillary Email Investigation

By Joachim Hagopian, October 30 2016

This  year’s  unending  batches  of  Wiki-leaked  DNC/Hillary  emails  and  Project  Veritas
undercover campaign videos confirm that the entire US political as well as economic system
is  morally  and  financially  bankrupt,  irreparably  broken  and  in  need  of  complete
overhaul.  Voter  fraud  and  election  fraud  are  rampant.  Soros  funded  electronic  voting
machines that are preprogrammed to vote for Hillary are operating in 16 key battleground
states. America’s internal house now is in total disarray, badly in need of a deep cleaning
purge like never before.

Will She Make it to the White House? Waning Mainstream Media Support for Hillary Clinton.

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, October 31 2016

What has been the response of the mainstream media which sofar has endorsed Hillary
through a process of coverup of her criminal undertakings? Without mainstream media
propaganda, Hillary’s political legitimacy would collapse like a deck of cards. The Second
Letter  by  FBI  Director  James  Comey  opens  up  a  “Pandora’s  Box”  of   fraud  and
corruption. Moreover, following the October Surprise release by FBI Director James Comey,
the media narrative seems to have taken on a different slant.

Will FBI Director Comey’s October Surprise Derail Hillary’s White House Bid?

By Stephen Lendman, October 30 2016

Having closed his earlier investigation into Hillary’s use of her private email  server for
classified  State  Department  documents  without  bringing  charges,  dismissing  indictable
evidence, it’s hard imagining a shift  of agency policy now. So what’s going on? Is FBI
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Director Comey trying to save face, even at this late stage, having tarnished the reputation
of the agency and himself. The fullness of time will show what he has in mind.

Dirty Election Tactics and the October Surprise

By Adeyinka Makinde, October 31 2016

The American presidential  selection process with  its  debates and dirty  election tactics
including the  ‘October  Surprise’  enthralls  an  electorate  that  is  severely  divided by  its
ideological  and  identitarian  positions  and  which  continues  to  invest  its  hopes  in  the
supposedly  transformative  powers  invested  in  the  office  of  president.  But  they  are  being
ruthlessly played by a system in which ‘change’ is an illusion and will remain elusive if the
system is not subject to root and branch reform.

The FBI Intervenes: James Comey and Hillary Clinton’s Emails

By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, October 31 2016

On Friday, Director James B. Comey sent a letter to the US Congress noting that he was
wishing, due to “recent developments” to “supplement” previous testimony on the previous
and closed investigation into Clinton’s  use of  a  private server.  “In  connection with an
unrelated case, the FBI has learned of the existence of emails that appear to be pertinent to
the investigation.”

650,000 Emails Found On Anthony Weiner’s Laptop; DOJ Blocked Clinton Foundation Probe

By Tyler Durden, October 31 2016

Yesterday, we reported that the FBI has found “tens of thousands of emails” belonging to
Huma Adein on Anthony Weiner’s computer, raising questions how practical it is that any
conclusive  finding  will  be  available  or  made  by  the  FBI  in  the  few  days  left  before  the
elections. Now, according to the WSJ, it appears that Federal agents are preparing to scour
roughly 650,000 emails that, as we reported moments ago were discovered weeks ago on
the laptop of Anthony Weiner.

Constitutional Law Expert: FBI Director Comey Did NOT Violate Law By Announcing Email
Investigation
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By Washington’s Blog, October 31 2016

Senate Minority Leader Harry Reid alleges that FBI Director Comey has violated the law by
announcing the re-opened investigation into Clinton emails so close to the presidential
election. Is he right?

Video:  Hillary  Clinton,  A Threat  to  All  Humanity.  World  War III  is  “On the Table”.  Her
Candidacy Must be Opposed

By James Corbett, October 31 2016

The world looks on in horror as Hillary Clinton heads to Philadelphia to be nominated as the
Democratic Party’s candidate for the presidency. Yet the leading lights of the “progressive”
movement argue that it  is  the left’s duty to vote for this neocon warmonger.  But the
consequences may well lead directly to nuclear war.
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